Italian Geological Maps – More than a colored picture
Using geological maps to support better policies for society
PANEL 1B

Geological maps: how they are made
Topographic map

Sample analyses

To produce geological maps, three major steps are
required:
1) Field survey
2) Data analysis and elaboration
3) Data management and storage; map production
Digital tools significantly changed the handling of
geological data and now maps (graphical output)
are commonly produced from GIS databases.
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Field survey

50 µm

Field geologists are experts of the type
of rocks and specific geological setting
of the study area

Geological field survey is usually
performed at a very detailed scale
(1:10,000): small-scale geological
maps are derived from these
detailed surveys

Field map (first draft)

Final map
Definition of the map scale/scope
Definition of the mapping criteria

Field survey: mapping and sampling

First draft of the geological map

Check/refinement of
the geological map

Data handling
Analogical vs Digital

Typographical production:
«static» geological map, no
possible update

Sample analysis

Petrography
Micro/macro paleontology
Geochemistry
....

GIS-based map
(geological database)

Graphic output (from the GIS
database): easy to update and to be
processed with other GIS databases

Symbolic representation of the
geology of the study area: a database
to understand the characteristics and
problems of the mapped area

Map production

Geologists produce the first draft of
the geological map directly in the
field, day by day

Legend, geological cross-sections,
accessorial schemes

Geological map

Explanatory notes

GIS database

Geologists’ database from
field and lab data stored for
further elaborations

Legend, geological cross-sections, notes
Key to the lecture of the
geological map, description of
the geology and data about the
subsurface geology

Why geological maps are important?
Geological maps are the basic tool for land
management: seismic zonation, natural hazards,
engineering works (i.e. bridges, tunnels, dams…),
georesources.
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